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Zagadnienia innowacyjności funkcjonowania systemu „ Badania + Rozwój" w nauce 

Advantages 
of the Provisional Patent Application 

Justyna Cięgotura 
Poznański Park Naukowo-Technologiczny - FUM 

Introduction 

Provisional Patent Application (PPA) was first introduced in the United 
States almost 25 years ago. Starting in 1995, inventors were able to file 
provisional patent applications. This informal, however stili valid, type of 
patent application establishes a priority filing date and provides inventors 
one additional year to prepare and file a forma! uti lity patent application. 

Provisional patent applications were initiated in the United States to 
place domestic inventors on an equal position with foreign inventors. Before 
the U.S. provisional applications were introduced, foreign (Paris Convention 
signatory) applicants could claim the benefit of a foreign priority date, yet 
have their U.S. patent term measured from a later U.S. filing date. Foreign 
inventors were thus granted a term of patent protection that practically could 
last for 21 years. U.S. applicants, on the other hand, were disadvantaged: 
their patent term was measured from their initial U.S. filing date and limited 
to 20 years. Effective June 8, 1995, domestic applicants were given the 
opportunity to fi le provisional applications, thereby establishing U.S. priority 
dates that would not count against any resulting U.S. patent term. Allowing 
for U.S. patent protection that lasts 21 years from an initial filing date, this 
change in policy established parity between U.S. and foreign inventors. 

As a simplified application, a provisional patent application does not 
require all the forma! elements of a utility patent application. For example, 
provisional applications are not required to include forma! claims, 
a declaration of inventorship, or drawings, all of which are required for utility 
applications. lnstead, all that is required is a written description of an 
invention (which may be a poster or a manuscript) and a coversheet (sim ple 
application form) that, among other things, identifies the document as 
a provisional patent application. 

Unlike utility patent applications, provisional patent applications are 
not substantively examined by a U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) 
examiner. They are just reviewed by the application division of the PTO to 
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ensure that the minimum filing requirements have been met. As a result, not 
only the application fee is lower (120 USD) but also the !egal cost of 
preparing provisional applications is relatively low compared to utility 
applications. Since the PTO does not have to perform a prior art search or 
analyze provisional patent applications, the cost of filing these applications is 
quite inexpensive when compared to utility applications. As mentioned 
above these applications may be filed on-line, which further simplifies the 
process of application for the Polish scientists. 

Aside from costs, severa! other factors should be considered when 
determining whether or not to file a provisional patent application. A few of 
their advantages and limitations associated with provisional applications are 
outlined below. 

• Priority date 

Because they have fewer formal requirements, provisional applications are 
simpler and generally less expensive to prepare and file. A provisional 
application may be in fact filed by a scientist himself. Therefore they are 
good tools to quickly and inexpensively obtain an officia! American filing date 
for an invention immediately after the invention has been conceived. 
An officia! filing date provides proof that an invention was conceived at least 
as early as its filing date. One needs to remember that American law gives 
priority to the one, who invented first rather than the one who filed first. lt is 
important then, that filing fellows the invention quite quickly. 

• Additional year of patent protection 

An issued patent, by law, gives an inventor the right to exclude others from 
using, selling, and/or offering to sell the patented invention for twenty years. 
This twenty-year patent term is calculated from the filing date of the 
inventor's utility patent application. The one-year time period between the 
filing of a provisional appl ication and the fil ing of a uti lity application does not 
count against the twenty-year patent term. As a result then, filing 
a provisional application provides up to an extra year of patent protection, 
effectively extending the patent term to actually 21 years. 

• Useful one year of extra time 

Once a provisional application is filed, an inventor has up to one full year 
to file a formal utility application. This 12 month delay gives an inventor 
a chance to further develop his or her invention, evaluate the invention's 
commercial potentia!, and seek financial support for further developing 
and/or patenting the invention. In addition, that time enables an inventor to 
think about and prepare to the costs associated with preparing and filing 
a real patent application. The inventor may make sure that the invention 
invention is commercially viable, and/or until he or she is able to secure 
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financial support for the invention. There is time to perform market study and 
commercial partner search. lf the inventor finds out during this period that 
the invention does not have a chance for a commercial success, he or she 
can avoid the substantially higher costs of real filing and simply after 
12 months of provisional patent protection not to file a non-provisional one. 
The invention then loses the priority date, but can stili be filed with a new 
one (if remains novel). 

• Time for extra experiments 

In American patent law terminology there is a term of "reduction to practice". 
An invention is considered to be reduced to practice when an inventor 
converts the inventive idea into something that can be reproduced by others. 
There must be some processed described then, or methods of achieving the 
subject of invention, or simply tests that may be reproduced by others. Filing 
a provisional application has the effect of constructively reducing an 
invention to practice, since the invention is adequately described so as to 
enable a person skilled in the art to reproduce it. By filing a provisional 
application, a legal assumption is created that the invention was reduced to 
practice, although constructively, at least as early as the filing date of the 
provisional application. This assumption may be very advantageous to an 
inventor, particularly if another inventor claims to have invented the same 
invention first. 

In the United States, an inventor is entitled to a patent if he or she 
is the first to invent a particular invention. lf a conflict arises over who 
actually invented the invention first, establishing a reduction to practice date 
may be meaningful to determining which inventor is entitled to the patent. 
In such disputes, the inventor who establishes the earlier reduction to 
practice date (for example, by filing the earlier provisional application) will be 
presumed to be the first to invent. The inventor who stili claims his/her 
priority may only overcome this presumption by providing evidence that 
establishes that he or she is entitled to an earlier reduction to practice date. 
lt is also very important in such case to maintain proper and date stamped 
lab notes, which is case of dispute may proof the day of the invention 
conception. 

• No requirement to submit in English 

lf Polish inventors care about time and money and cannot provide English 
version of their invention documentation they can submit a US provisional 
application in Polish. They can simply file a copy of Polish patent filing and 
reserve a date as well as secure protection in the United States. Then within 
12 months if the decide to file a non-provisional patent application they can 
provide English version. All after making sure filing an American patent is 
feasible. Also pictures and drawings are not required at the time of 
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provisional filing. Claims do not have to be submitted either, so drafting 
claims, which in many cases is costly can be postponed to the time of non
provisional application. 

• Reservation of non-US priority date 

Most countries outside of the U.S. (including Poland) award patents on a first 
to file basis. That is, an inventor will be entitled to a patent if he or she is the 
first to file an application (as opposed to "first to invent" as it is in Poland) for 
a particular invention, regardless of whether another inventor was the first to 
actually reduce the invention to practice. As a result, many foreign inventors 
(and U.S. inventors seeking international patent protection) seek to file 
patent applications outside US as soon as possible in order to preserve their 
foreign priority date. lt should be noted that under U.S. law, establishing 
a foreign priority date does not necessarily guarantee a specified period of 
time for filing in the United States. Stili, as mem bers of the Paris Convention, 
patent applicants in Convention member-nations have up to 12 months to 
apply for patent protection in the United States in order to keep an 
international priority date. 

• Avoiding filing bars 

According to American law, if an invention is published anywhere in the 
world mare than one year before a U.S. patent application for that invention 
is filed, the publication will act as a statutory bar to obtaining a U.S. patent. 
Another words, if an invention is in public domain anywhere in the world for 
mare than 12 months a patent application for this particular invention cannot 
be filed anymore in the United States. This statutory bar is not limited to 
publications provided by an invention's first inventor. lf, for example, 
a second inventor independently conceives and publishes the invention 
more than one year before the first inventor files in the United States, the 
second inventor's publication will bar the first inventor from ever obtaining 
a U.S. patent on that invention. 

Here is an example: suppose inventor X, a Polish inventor, invents a 
novel instrument on January 1, 2005, and accordingly files a Polish patent 
application describing the instrument in April 2005. lndependently, a French 
inventor, inventor Y, conceives of the same instrument and publishes it on 
March 1, 2005 in a French publicatioli. Under U.S. law, the Polish inventor 
may rely on his or her earlier invention date to predate the French 
publication date. However, if the Polish inventor waits until after March 1, 
2006 to file a U.S. application, the French publication will be deemed prior 
art under American law and will bar the Polish inventor from obtaining a U.S. 
patent. 

To avoid this situation the Polish inventor could file a U.S. utility patent 
application concurrently with, or even after, filing his or her Polish 
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application. According to the Paris Convention, the Polish inventor would stili 
have a period of 12 months after filing the Polish patent application to file a 
U.S. patent application. However, the utility patent application option could 
be quite costly, particularly since the Polish application would have to be 
translated into English and include U.S.-style claims, drawings, and other 
formalities. 

As an alternative, if the Polish inventor was not prepared to such an 
expense, or if he or she preferred to further develop the instrument before 
committing to the high costs of filing in the United States, he or she could 
simply file a U.S. provisional application. Since provisional applications are 
not required to be written in English or to include claims, drawings, or other 
formalities, the Polish inventor could simply file a capy of his or her Polish 
application in Po/ish as a U.S. provisional application. In this manner, the 
Polish inventor could preserve a U.S. filing date and avoid a § 102(b) 
statutory bar, all at a very reasonable cost. 

• Reservation of novelty 

Most countries outside of the U .S. (including Poland) require abso/ute 
novelty, which means that, as a requirement to receiving patent protection, 
a patent application must be filed before any public disclosure of that 
invention. In these absolute novelty countries, any public disclosure of an 
invention prior to filing an application for patent acts as an obstacle to 
patentability. Therefore, prior art search is being conducted. As such, it is 
very important for inventors looking for foreign patent protection to preserve 
absolute novelty worldwide. Provisional applications may provide an easy, 
cost effective way to preserve absolute novelty; example: if an inventor is 
planning to publicly disclose an invention as part of a presentation, the 
inventor can simply preserve absolute novelty by filing a capy of all of the 
presentation and handout materials as a provisional application. In this 
manner, the inventor could both preserve a U.S. filing date and preserve 
absolute novelty in Paris Convention nations, or in nations that have 
acceded to the WTO (as the TRIPS Agreement [Trade-Related Aspects of 
lntellectual Property Rights] incorporates the Paris Convention). This 
includes the majority of the world's nations. 

• "Patent pending" term 

Once a provisional application is filed, an inventor is permitted to use the 
"Patent Pending" phrase. lt is very important to industry that products they 
manufacture and sell can be equipped with a note "Patent pending". Use of 
this phrase indicates to the public that the marked product or products is or 
are believed to be inventive and that any and all available patent rights in the 
invention are being pursued. Application of the phrase also enables the 
immediate commercial promotion of an invention with less risk of having the 
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invention copied and/or stolen. In addition, a "Patent Pending" notice gives 
officia! notice to competitors, which may be particularly helpful in case of 
intellectual property theft or infringement once the invention is fu lly 
protected. 

Disadvantages of provisional patent application 

In addition to many advantages described above, there are severa! 
limitations and disadvantages associated with filing provisional applications. 

• Additional cost 

Although minimal, but stili provisional patent application adds a cost. 
Provisional applications are typically less expensive to prepare and file than 
uti lity patent applications, there are costs associated with them, which can 
be avoided when fil ing non-provisional directly. Filing a provisional 
application first and then filing a corresponding uti lity applicatión will always 
increase the overall cost of obtaining a patent. This is especially true when 
multiple provisional applications are filed to cover various aspects of an 
invention. Provisional patent appl ications, however, minimize the risk of cost 
growth. Once decided that the invention is not desired by market, or is not 
feasible one can always let the provisional go and bear only 120USD of cost. 

• Only 12 months for decision 

Once a provisional application is filed, an inventor must file a utility 
application claiming priority to the provisional application within one year. 
lt means before the twelve-month-period ends. Failure to file a nonprovi
sional application within the one-year period will result in the provisional 
application automatically being canceled, which may prevent the inventor 
from ever patenting the invention. 

• lnvention disclosure 

Although provisional applications do not have all of the formal, they stili must 
meet the disclosure and enablement requirements of uti lity patent 
applications. The invention, simply speaking, needs to be described. That is, 
provisional applications must include a complete, adequate description of an 
invention and its best made, as well as, all drawings necessary for 
understanding and/or recreating the described invention. lf a provisional 
application will not be adequately continued in the corresponding 
non-provisional application, then only those aspects that are adequately 
supported in the provisional application will be entitled to the provisional 
application's priority date. All other aspects of the utility application will have 
a priority date later than the originally filed, corresponding to the filing date of 
the utility application. In this regard, preparing a provisional application 
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to fully support a later filed real application may be as time consuming and 
as costly as preparing a utility application. 

• Trade secrets potentially exposed to risk 

Another concern related to provisional applications is the potentia! loss of 
trade secrets. As described above, although provisional applications do not 
have all of the formal requirements of util ity patent applications, they must 
nonetheless adequately describe inventions. In order to satisfy these 
requirements, inventors may disclose too much information, including 
information they might later wish to keep as a trade secret. Once 
a provisional application is filed, a// information disclosed will be incorporated 
into a later filed corresponding real application. When the this application 
becomes a patent, the entire provisional application will become public, and 
any potentia! trade secrets it contains may be lost. 

• False sense of security 

Provisional patent appl ication may give an inventor a false sense of security. 
In generał a patent application does provide some protections, it does not 
provide, however, any enforceable patent rights. Furthermore, provisional 
applications never mature into patents. They need to be converted into non
provisional ones and then they mature to patents. lf an inventor falsely 
believes he or she is adequately protected by a provisional application, he or 
she may delay filing a utility application. And if an inventor fai Is to file a uti lity 
application during the one-year period, the provisional application will 
automatically be abandoned thereby preventing the inventor from ever 
patenting the invention. 

lt is important to note that both provisional and non-provisional patent 
applications start the time count down for filing applications under the Patent 
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) and the Paris Convention. Since international 
patent applications must be filed within one year of a U.S. filing, the high 
costs of international filing will be incurred within one year of fi ling 
a provisional application. So PCT application can be filed right after 
provisional one (within 12 months of filing). 

Provisional applications may not be amended . lf certain aspects of an 
invention are developed or changed after a provisional application has been 
filed, an inventor will be required to file another application to reflect these 
developments or changes. 

Similarly, if an inventor accidentally discloses secret information 
in a provisional application, the inventor will be precluded from going back 
and amending the provisional application to remove the secret information. 
Since provisional patent applications (during their life - before converting to 
non-provisional) are never published, the inventor can abandon the 
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provisional application and possibly file another provisional application that 
excludes the secret materials. This would, however, reset the priority date. 

Summary 

Provisional applications provide numerous advantages for both domestic 
and foreign inventors, which is why they are widely used in the United States 
and are often integral to successful patent strategies. There are also, 
however, certain risks and limitations associated with provisional 
applications, so filing provisional applications may not always be desirable or 
appropriate. Accordingly, before deciding whether to file a provisional 
application, care must be taken to properly assess: 

• the nature of the invention(s), 

• the particular needs of the inventor (or company), 

• the inventor's (or company's) overall patent strategy. 

This type of patent application is not well known to Polish scientists. lt is very 
important to learn that tool and share the knowledge with Polish academic 
institutions, which in many cases have breakthrough inventions and no 
financial support to file protection in the United States. American market 
in many cases is rather desired market, so the provisional patent application 
is a great tool to test it and not to bear a huge financial risk. 
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